
SGM is a multi-discipline civil engineering and
surveying firm with offices in Glenwood
Springs, Aspen, Salida, Gunnison, Meeker,
and right here in the Horizon Drive District, at
744 Horizon Court, Suite 250.  Engineering,
surveying, and consulting involves SGM in
projects that touch people’s daily lives, from
the roads they drive on to the water they drink.
Their next project will be a fun one, involving
new iconic art we will all enjoy.

SGM structural engineer John Boulden is
working closely with sculptor Joseph Fichter
and  Ciavonne, Roberts, and Associates, Inc.
to design the supports, connections, and
“nuts and bolts” of how steel wild horse
sculptures that weigh a total of 6 tons will be
stabilized and attached within the two new
roundabouts on Horizon Drive.  The artist
discussed the project with several firms before
deciding to utilize the expertise of SGM and
their 29 years of engineering experience.

Mesa County Commissioners recently chose
the firm to  create a construction plan  for
repair of the shifting roadway at Buckskin Hill,
south of Collbran, which has been closed
since last fall following massive water
damage.  Four engineering firms were
considered for the $271,000 contract, and
SGM was the only firm that met all of the
County’s stringent requirements.

As diverse as these two projects are, it’s just
the tip of the iceberg in relation to the many
types of services SGM can provide.  The
energy industry uses the firm to design well
pads, site grading, utility layouts, reserve pits,
and augmentation ponds.  SGM is well versed

in designing superstructures, hazardous
liquid tanks, foundations, and retaining walls.

While the private sector calls on SGM for their
complete knowledge of permit requirements,
field surveying, and rights-of-way, the public
sector utilizes SGM to design bridges,
stormwater management systems, and to
conduct distribution system analysis. The
SGM transportation team provides top-notch
engineering design for rural roadways as well
as urban highways.  Traffic impact studies,
capacity analysis, transportation master
plans, safety analysis, cost estimation, and
development of street standards are all a part
of the diverse technical skill set SGM brings to
the table.

SGM believes in early phase collaboration
between their engineers, the owner, and the
architect involved.  Not every project has to be
state-of-the-art, but SGM can advise how best
to utilize cost effective technology to reduce
future energy use and increase ease of
maintenance.  Their broad knowledge of
products available means a balanced solution
can usually be found as the professionals at
SGM help their clients make informed
decisions.

The people that work for SGM are involved in
building communities on a daily basis and
show this commitment during their off hours
as well.  Over the last 2 years, the SGM staff
collectively volunteered over 4,000 hours to a
variety of projects like Habitat for Humanity,
the Pearl Pass Bridge make-over, and the
Crystal Mill Restoration Project.  Expertise,
leadership, and good neighbors investing
their time in the local community.  We
welcome SGM’s involvement in Art on Horizon!

“Ánimo” is Spanish for
encouragement, spirit, courage,
energy, and “Let’s go!”  Artist
Joseph Fichter chose the name for
the first of the four running horses
that he has completed; these will
be in the largest of the two new
roundabouts.  You can see that
Ánimo is just beginning to take on
a nice patina of rust, which
accentuates the colors of the
surrounding landscape and makes
the artwork easy to maintain.  Joe
reports horse #2, as yet unnamed,
is well under way.  Each horse will
weigh about one ton.  As Joe
contemplates five more tons of
steel ready to be formed into wild
horses, he just might be thinking,
“Let’s go!!!”
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Note: Any opinions expressed in this
newsletter are solely those of the
district manager and are not
necessarily reflective of the opinions
of the Horizon Drive Business
Improvement District, HDD Board of
Directors (collectively or individually), the
City of Grand Junction, the State of
Colorado, or anyone else.

Joe poses with his latest creation
to give a sense of scale



“Spring cleaning” takes on a whole new meaning when
it comes to maintaining the huge wild horse mosaic that
decorates the entrance to Grand Junction.  Over the
winter months, mag chloride mists down from the
interstate highway above and collects on the tiles.  This
last winter was relatively mild, so the Parks and Rec
crew was able to hose the tiles off with just high
pressure and plain water.  There have been years when
the tiles required a good scrubbing.  That is a tricky
process that involves rappelling down from the top of
the overpass, using special chemicals that must be
recovered (since they could pollute our waterways) and
some serious elbow grease.

Spring flash floods brought a river of mud, depositing it
onto the sidewalk. This needed to be shoveled off and
carried away.  Unsightly weeds had sprung up in the
cracks waaaay up at the top and were pulled by this
athletic crew.  We appreciate these city workers and the
hard work that goes into keeping the “Gateway to
Grand Junction” looking beautiful!

Wild Horse Mosaic Maintenance



Bike Month
Fun!

90° Temperatures did
not deter bike riders

Moving the annual “Bike to Work Day”
breakfast to what we call the east side of the
street was much appreciated, according to
the many bike riders that braved high
temperatures to participate in this year’s
event.  “I saw you last year,”  said one
woman, “But I was afraid to cross Horizon
Drive.”  By the time Bike to Work Day 2016
rolls around, the chaotic and confusing
intersection of I-70 and Horizon Drive will be
much improved.

Riders rested and refueled with Taco Bell
crunchwrap breakfast, bananas, and coffee
by Octopus Coffee while a lively discussion
of how Horizon Drive and Grand Junction
could be made more bikeable and walkable.
A real feeling of community was apparent,
and was demonstrated when a man driving
to get his car fixed at Zarlingo’s Automotive
Service Center broke down right in front of
the event.  Immediately, a kindly bike rider
helped the stranded motorist push the dead
vehicle all the way to Zarlingo’s!  Yes, we are
a neighborhood of really nice people.  And
when you’ve had a great cup of coffee and
a bacon crunchwrap, apparently you have
the strength to push a car uphill a long way!

A new event took place this year in the
afternoon, in front of Octopus Coffee.
Owner Alexis Bauer peddled a bicycle-
powered snow cone machine and gave out
free snow cones to anyone interested in
making Horizon Drive safer and easier to
navigate.  Quite a crowd gathered to cool
down with the icy treats.  We hope you’ll join
in the fun next year!



We stopped for lunch at Applebee’s Neighborhood
Grill because I remembered what great salads they
supplied when asked to cater a recent meeting.  The
salads looked like a delicious healthful option and
Applebee’s offers a variety of meals that are under
600 calories.  BUT the menu photos of handcrafted
burgers, cooked to order, were so enticing we
couldn’t resist.  At some restaurants, the menu
photos are not an accurate representation of what
arrives on your plate.  This was  the case at
Applebee’s.  My mushroom swiss burger was
definitely the best burger I’ve had in many years.  It
was served on a freshly baked, toasted bun with
crisp sweet potato fries. With over 2,000 Applebee
locations in the U.S., it’s probably no surprise they
have excellent food down pat.  The surprise was
something I treasure:  exceptional customer service.

Our server, Rachael, noticed we liked a local beer made in Palisade, Dirty Hippie.  She took the opportunity to let us know
about Happy Hour and Late Night specials at Applebee’s, from 3 to 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. until closing.  Dirty Hippie and other
“craft beers” are just $4.50 and house wines are $3.75 during those hours.  They also offer a nice assortment of half-price
appetizers during Happy Hour and Late Night.  Rachael described some of her favorites:  grilled chicken wonton tacos
(“Amazing!”), spinach and artichoke dip, and boneless wings.

We had a relaxing lunch and admired the vibrant wall mural, a montage of local attractions:  the Colorado National Monument,
rafting on the Colorado River, and mountain biking.  Many of their clients are likely visitors to our valley, and this décor is a
nice way to showcase the unique recreation opportunities
available in the area.  The “neighborhood grill” vibe was
authentic and made for a very pleasant atmosphere. Not a
crumb was left when Rachael picked up our plates and asked if
we had enjoyed our burgers.  We raved about about the quality
of the meat and how perfectly the burgers were cooked.  She
invited us back for a special Applebee’s has every Monday:
$5.99 for any burger or pitcher of domestic beer.

Applebee’s website states the company began with a
philosophy of serving “Good food to good people.”  I would
add:  served by great people.  I have never been so successfully
“sold” without ever feeling like it was a sales pitch.  Rachael was
just sharing her enthusiasm about her company’s great deals in
a very friendly, low-pressure manner.  As a result, we can’t wait
to find another opportunity to eat there.  That’s not just good
business, it’s great business.  What a pleasure to have
Applebee’s Neighborhood Grill and Rachael on Horizon Drive!
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